
Amazing gain right now! 
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This query is not related with any promotion rather it is just like huge gain from lottery 

(though it is not lottery & 3rd CSL Mercury is also not indicating any huge gain from lottery) in 

favour of all, under the orders of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India. Compliance of order has to 

be made by August 31, 2015 by Hon’ble High Court and State Government of every state. 

Here I want to make clear at par excellence that I wish to know astrologically and further 



wish to let it be known by all others , as to what is divine arrangement in this regard in 

favour of all concerned of Indian Judicial system from top to bottom who had been deprived 

of their genuine handsome salaries and benefits granted by SHETTY COMMISSION REPORT. 

RPs are Jupiter, Mercury, Venus, Moon and Rahu. 

At present DBA of Moon-Saturn-Mercury-Sun is running up to 16.07.2015 

Thereafter DBA of Moon – Saturn-Mercury-Moon will be commencing up to 23.07.2015 
 

First of all I want to make strength of 11 CSL Rahu, sign lord of 7th Moon & sub lord of 6th 

Moon very clear at par excellence as per 4 step theory – 

Rahu has planets in its star, therefore does not signify cusps occupied/ owned by it. 

Star-Lord of Rahu is MON, signifies the cusp 5 occupied by it. It does not signify any cusp owned 

by it. It signifies cusp 5 being within 3º 20' orb. 

Sub-Lord MON has no planet in its star, thus strongly signifying the cusp 5, where it is situated. It 

signifies cusp 5 being within 3º 20' orb.  

Star-Lord of Sub Lord MOON is MOON, signifies the cusp 5 occupied by it. It does not signify 

any cusp owned by it. It signifies cusp 5 being within 3º 20' orb. 

Moon is in star of Moon and in sub of Saturn who is signifying 10, 1, and 2. 

 

In this case 11CSL RAHU is eager to offer result through MOON who is in own Star and 

posited in 5th  house of Laxmi  and it also indicates that Chronic disease what is spread like VIRUS 

seems cured through MOON who is in own star deposited in 5th. 

 

 6th CSL (service) as well as 9th Star lord (employer or boss) & 7th sign lord (opposite party) 

MOON who is a planet in own Star and becomes most strong planet, signifying 5th cusp. 

Connection of maintainers with Laxmi indicates sudden gain just like lottery though it is not 

lottery.Sign lord of 9th is Mercury (present boss) is quite against, but sub lord of 9th ( Hon’ble 

High court & Supreme court of India) denoted by Saturn is quite favourable who seems 

signifying 10,1 and 2.It means present boss will try his best to deny and willfully he will not 

like to comply with the orders of Hon’ble Supreme court of India.  

 

11CSL Rahu is in star of Moon who is in own star signifying 5th and in sub of Saturn who is 

signifying 10, 1, 2. What does it indicate? This indicates one will have satisfactory spiritual 

life and siddhi is also indicated though sign lord of Rahu is adversely speaking about this 

result and it is obvious that attaining siddhi is not easy. 

 

Besides what is stated as above fructification seems delayed due to RETROGRADE Saturn.     
 

 

 

For more details and unveiling micro layers of Astrological dictum or proverbial Yogas, please visit 

this page being managed by me for sake of awakening- 

https://www.facebook.com/KrishnamurtiPadhdhatiASTROLOGY  

Dhirendra Nath Misra, Admin   


